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ACTION STEPS OUTCOME
ENHANCE THE QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION AND CURRICULUM

RECRUIT AND RETAIN OUTSTANDING AND DIVERSE FACULTY AND STAFF

Conduct departmental review of curriculum at least triennially 
to stay up to date. 

in CHFA.

Assess evaluation of teaching. 

Create a constructive support system for faculty with low 
evaluations.

Increase number of accredited programs in the college where  
appropriate. 
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ADDRESS INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS

Create a committee to assess infrastructure needs, set a 
goal, and develop a plan to reach that goal.

Identify funding sources to address infrastructure 
improvements.

Establish a task force to assess diversity within CHFA and 
to determine the baseline, set a goal, and develop a plan to 
reach that goal.

Ensure 82% of full-time faculty hold terminal degrees
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	1: All curricula meet necessary academic standards, decreases duplication of offerings and maintains student interest. Facilitator: Chairs
	2: Comprehensive review of evaluation processes at the department level.  Facilitators: Chairs, College task force
	3: Increase identified faculty’s evaluation/IAS scores by 1-1.5 points in deficit courses. Facilitators: Chairs, Dean's Office
	4: Increase our accredited programs by 10% if possible. Facilitators: Dean's Office
	5: Offer Teaching Circles, Research Circles, and Professional Staff/Administrative Circles annually. Facilitators: Dean’s office after consultation with strategic plan task force
	6: All first year faculty members should have a mentor from within the college.  First year orientation will be conducted by the departments; second year orientation will be done through the Dean's office.  Facilitators: Chairs, Dean's Office
	7: Increase the overall diversity of the College by educating the search committee chairs and committee members of the process to find and recruit diverse candidates. The use of the President's Diversity Fund should be mandatory for diverse hires if that pool of money exists. Facilitators: College task force utilizing annual report information
	8: Maintain or increase that percentage through the 2025 academic year. Facilitators: Chairs, Dean's Office
	Text8: Departments prioritize infrastructure needs; the Dean's office will promote those needs and attempt to locate funding. Facilitator: College task force
	Text9: Identify non-College funding sources or Development sources for necessary improvements. Facilitators: Development, Dean’s office


